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A video essay set in the Mexican-U.S. border town of Ciudad Juarez, where U.S. multinational
corporations assemble electronic and digital equipment just across from EI Paso, Texas, this
imaginative, experimental work investigates the growing feminization of the global economy and
its impact on Mexican women living and working in the area. Looking at the border as both a
discursive and material space, the video explores the sexualization of the border region through
labor division, prostitution, the expression of female desires in the entertainment industry, and
sexual violence in the public sphere. Candid interviews with Mexican women factory and sex
workers, as well as activists and journalists, are combined with scripted voiceover analysis,
screen text, scenes and sounds recorded on site, and found footage to give new insights into
the gendered conditions inscribed by the high-tech industry at its low-wage end.
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"[This] video skillfully captures processes of exploitation in its gendered, sexualized,and
racialized forms, together with a sophisticated epistemological interrogation about

how knowledge of the "border" is produced, performed,and materialized."
Marjolein van der Veen, Wellesley College

"...both a criticism of pancapitalism and an attempt in a discursive way to establish what the
possibilities are for individual female lives in this cyborg world of labour."

Yvonne Volkart, n. paradoxa

-To see this film is to see an outrageous scandal that has been swept aside;
fortunately, now it is kept alive in this intriguing documentary."

Lourdes Portillo, Filmmaker



PERFORMING THE BORDER
Director's Bio

Ursula Biemann studied art and critical theory in Mexico and at the School of Visual Arts
and the Whitney Independent Study Program in New York. Her art and curatorial work
focuses on gender relations in economy. media and the urban space and on re-
articulating postcolonial work relations and visual representations. Recent activities
include collaborative art projects and publications with migrant women in Switzerland
and Kultur. a two-year project on gender and urban politics in Istanbul. Involved since
1988 in work on the US-Mexico border. she produced a video essay Performing the
Border in 1999 and is currently working on a book on postcolonial art practice.
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77Iese notes are about the Swiss artist Ur.nJa Riemann s

video essay Perfonning the Border (1999) which she

presented in previe-w fonrr at the Second Cyberfeminist

International in Rouerdam, March 8-11.1999.

mentioned. SeltzeT's ideas about the entanglement of

Fordistic industrialisation and serial killing inspired Ursula

Biemann's voiceover to offer further interpretations of the

still unsolved brutal serial killings against women which

take place continuously in this region.

Performing the Border is a polyvocal, visual

heterogenous dialogue, in which Biemann's video and film

resean:hes from 1998 and 1988, interviews with local

women organisations, TV -clips of the representation of

the border and of corporations like Philips and police

documentaries of the serial killings are intrinsically
interwoven. The video itself perfonns the pattern of

perfOm1ativity of borders, bodies and technologies on a

structunllevel. The esthetics of the videoessay suggestS

unspokenly, that the border city Ciudad Juarez. beyond its

signification as place of exploitation in the context of the

new intemationallabour division and high-technology, is

also a metaphor for the signification of pcrfom1ativity in

generBI (of bodies. genders, identities. nations and capital).
This happens primarily by putting a constant set of

movements, which are only interrupted sometimes by shOO

of sitting women who are either being interviewed by

BiemaM or waiting together in bars or on the streets for

their clients. With the camera position facing outwards the

video begins in a driving car filming the landscape, and it

ends with dancing bodies and a strange electronic sound.

I have known Concha for more than five yean. Due
to the facilities she had in crossing and avoiding US

border officials, Concha started to pass wet backs. Her

strateeies were multiple and variable.

This is one voice we hear in the video as we see a

\Voman driving her car through the desert. When she

became pregnant and was abandoned by her husband.

Concha had to look for a new income. She started a service

for pregnant women who wanted to give birth to their child
in the USA, hoping to get a US-passport by these means.

If you want to work in the Mexican border city Ciudad

Juarez, it seems you have three possibilities as a woman:

the maquiladora, the household and prostitution.

In her 4O-minute-long vidcoessay Performing the

Border, Zurich based artist Ursula Biemann takes Ciudad

Juarez as an example to investigate what kind of bodies,

identities and genders the global high-tech-industry

produces at its low-end. She seems to begin at the same

point which Donna Haraway in her Manifesto for Cyborgs

identified too fatalistically as the role of Mexican women

working in the chip-industry caught within a cyborg state

of being. However it is not Donna Haraway who BiemaM

uses as a reference, but the Mexican border activist and

artist Berta Jottar whose portrait and whose voice we hear

at regular intervals in the video. Biemann also refers to

the theorist Mark Seltzer, although his name is not



In between. there are the movements of the masses of women streaming in the

pure and clean maquiladoras, of the bus rides there in the morning, of the cars
and horsemen in the desert. of the excavating of the corpses, of the flickering

images on TV, of the virtual pictures of the detonations of the mine fields on the

US side and of the drive along the borderfence, 5000 miles long. There are the

movements of a floating rubber dinghy, of white dressed women working in

pure white working places, of the woman washing the laundry by hand, of a girl

walking down the street She is still a little girl. Can she find a way to steer

her through these cultural ruptures? asks the voiceover. The movements of

the camera, of the montages, of the people, imitate the rhythm of the assembly

line, of the flow of the financial capital from the north, of the production of

female bodies (as the compliant workforce), of the streaming of female desire as

it is articulated in the love songs heard in the morning bus rides.

More than 20 years ago the first of the US-high-tech-corporations settled in

this region. On the screen is written: The maquiladora is a laboratory of

deregulation, and the voiceover comments: Within (a) short (time), a new

technological culture of repetition, registration and controlling was

introduced in the desert city. Control is an important issue in the video in

terms of the regulation and use of female bodies in the production process, in the

sex industry, and as victims of murder. However Ursula Biernann does not show

the actual technologies of repression nor does she even try to be authentic and

convey the intimacy o(dIese women's lives, she lets her interView partners narrate

some of their concerns about their individual ways of existence. The productive

force of control is expressed by the mention of the regulation of their labor and

leisure rhythms. and by creating parallels between these women's lives and the

increasing militarisation and mediarisation trough in which the geographical
border itself is re-marked again and again. This equation happens from the very

beginning of the tape. While we bear Jottar's sentences about the materialisation

and naturalisation of the actual US border politics, we see an infrared image of

the border and a man on observation duty controlling by surveillance through

his binoculars In a way the border is always represented as this wound that

has to be healed, that has to be closed, that has to be protected from

contamination and rrom disease. [...J It's like a surgical place. Jottar's words

regarding geographical landmarks remind us of the discourses of the body, the
idea of the body as a battlefield, of open and closed bodies, and of the female

body which is traditionally represented as a wound.

Gender Matters for the Global Capital says a running text in the video.

Biemann reveals life on the border as a set of total sexualisations. An older

interviewed woman who St?rrte time ago had to prosti~te herself to support the

family of her ill brother and who in the meantime is involv~ in AIDS-prevention.

calls the actual closed border "the war". This war dried ofT the money flowing

from the north and cancelled the basis of existence for older women like her.

She shows her baby and namtes how she got it: It is a "present" or a young

prostitute who is HIV-positive and a heroin addicL Nolhing is natural in

Ciudad Juarez. everything is under the dictate or the pancapitalistic machine.

Here, the woman is permanently reinstalled as mule working and sex object,

All video stills .bove .nd right from

Ursul. Biem.nn Performing the Borders
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The economic war which dominates this region, is
made over the bodies of poor women from the south and

can therefore be endlessly naturalised and renewed. The

new international labor division is structured as a
'technology of gender , (Teresa de Lauretis). It's for the

pennanent re-construction of gender difference, for the
consolidation of power, subjectivity and identity in a scared
world of cyborgs. Voiceover: The serial killer fails to

distinguish himself from others and this lack of self-

difference, of self-distinction, is immediately translated
into violence along the line of sexual difference, the one

fundamental difference he recognises. Loosing the

boundaries between the self and others, he is

perpetually in search of a border. Perfonning the Border
refers to the opening up and closing of bodies in the endless

cycle of actual high-tech-control-technology, where they
are consumed, produced and fixed as female. We believe

technology is good when it's shared for the benefit of

all, states the journalist Isabel Velazquez. Everything
should be shared, there is a social price that's not being

shared and there is a wealth that's not being shared.

It's not enough to pay minimum wage, it's not enough

to give breakfast to your workers. It's not enough.

Performing the Border reflects the point of view of;

European artist. It is both a criticism of pancapitalism and
an attempt in a discursive way to establish what the

possibilities are for individual female lives in this cyborg

world of labour.

although there are striking shifts in traditional patriarchal

patterns (women are now the consumers who the local

entertainment industry aims at. and women are the main

earners in their families). However. beauty competitions

organised by maquiladoras and advertisements of
international corporations in which pretty young girls are

explicitly looked for. help to renew patriarchal structures
under the sign of global capitalism. In Performing the

Border none of the many girls filmed talks about her

situation. It is only the older women. the journalists. the

members of women organisations. the activists. the mothers

of the missing girls or the fired trade unionist who dare to

talk into the camera: The maquiladora is a strategic point

in the national economy of the Mexican state.

Since 1994 more than 140 women have been killed

and buried in the desert. Many girls are missing. many

remain unidentified. Sometimes they only find parts of

clothing or single limbs or parts of the body. sometimes
the clothing has been changed. The pattern of the murders

remains always the same: strangled. slabbed. decapitated.

raped. We. learn that the nameless murdered women are

catalogued by the kind of wounds which led to their deaths.
And furthern1ore: The compulsive. repetitive violence of

serial killing d~es not exist without an extreme

entanglement between eroticized violence and mass
technologies of registration. identification. reduplication
and simulation. 1...1 Serial killing is a form of public

violence proper to a machine culture. A woman who

struggles for these murders to be solved (and the murderers

caught). commcnl'i that nolall murders are serial killings.
Some men take advantage of the dominant serial killing

role model and kill the lover who doesn't suit them

anymore.

Yvonne Yolkart is a critic/curator and lecturer of
new media based in Zurich.

This article first appeared in German in Spr;nger;n

(Vienna), 2, June 99.
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nologies associated with the maquiladora industry, con-
verge violently. There is no reason to naturalize the border,
it is a place constructed through the power relations bet-
ween the two nations. through gender relations and the
management of these gender relations by means of time
management, control over body and reproduction. work
regulations, and fear.

If cyberfeminism focuses on women and technology, if it's
located at the interface between inside and outside cyber-
space, examins our relation to bio-technology, new media
and other forms of communication, without losing sight of
the relations of power and production, well, if this is cyber-
feminism, it is the lens through which we need to look at a
site like the US-Mexican border. Because this is where the
feminization of global economy and the digital industry is
particularly striking.

La Frontera
In artificial post-urban industrial parks which stretch over
large desert areas, the US corporations assemble their
electronic equipment for the communications industry...
you know, the capital intensive operations remain in the
North, the labor intensive operations are located South of
the border. For a number of reasons, the assembly plants
drew mainly young women into their labor force. Every day
hundreds of women arrive in Ciudad Juarez. which is right
across the Rio Grande from EI Paso Texas. These women
make up the large majority of the popul'ation of the border
town. They have created new living spaces. enjoy their
own entertainment culture. They have changed social
structures and gender relations. They are the producers of
the machines that enable cyberspace. They are the new
members subscribed to transnational citizenship that will
afford mobility and the freedom to consume, not for them-
selves. but for millions of others North of the border.

A lot is to be said about the border itself and about
crossing the border. It is a very heterogeneous space. The
question is: are you crossing in English, in Spanish. in
Spanglish. are you jumping or passing with a US passport,
as a tourist. a middle class woman or a domestica, a maid.
As Berta Jottar says in the video, the border gets
constantly rearticulated through the different ways of
crossing and through the power relations that the crossing
produces.(1) It is also determined by the relationship of
power between the two nation states and the representa-
tion they generate about it The US representation con-
structs the border as a site of contamination through AIDS,
delinquency, poverty and illegality. Since NAFTA (North
American Free Trade Agreement), the US media comple-
ment this image with a happy neighbor mentality of good
business partners. and the free travelling of goods. Goods
may travel freely but the people are kept from passing. In
the Mexican representation of the border, on the other
hand, is is the site of drugs. crime and prostitution, things
getting out of control. It is no coincidence that parallel to
NAFTA, we register the military enforcement of the border
through the installation of lights, the mining of the US bor-
derland. a tripled border control, helicopter patrols, INS
officers. drug enforcement officers and the military pre-
sence.

In the 10 years since my first visit to Juarez in 1988. my
personal outlook has changed and the discourse has
changed as well. I mean both the feminist and the post-
colonial discourse of cultural production. In recent years.
we have come to recognize a need to combine identity poli-
tics with the context of wider transformations of the public
sphere. particularly the urban reality. It has become vital to
scan the economic. industrial. and increasingly the virtual
realities for discursive genderspecific constructions.
Moreover. the entanglement between the female body and
technology and image production has produced the rich
theoretical debate and artistic work of cyberfeminism in
which I have become increasingly involved.

The representation of the crossing bodies is gendered. The
media focuses on the representation of the illegal working
class male who takes away jobs. Berta Jott~r explains that
women. in the particular the female maquiladora workers.
are not a part of this representation at all. they only appe-
ar when they cross the border to give birth on the US side
and want to benefit from health care and natal care. that
she is not represented as productive. only as reproductive
and dependent. So Berta looks at the discursive represen-
tational space and at the material space which is constitu-
ted through the crossing and the halting of people. as
performative. Hence the title of the video.

In the following, I want to discuss the sexualisation of the
border and the discursive as well as existential aspects
that determine the lives of the border women. I will focus
on the way gender relations are being regulated in this
zone created by the outsourced digital industry. on the job,
in the sex work, and the public sphere where sexual vio-
lence has persisted for five years. In the discussion of the
serial killings. the key border issues of identity, sexualisa-
tion. accelerated industrialization, and the particular tech-
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Typically, young women, and I mean 13,14, 15 year old,
leave their family to travel loog distances to work on the
border. leaving behind the toWns of lacat~as, Durango,
Tarreon on the arid central plateau, to move up to the Rio
Grande. They are the hope of those they left behind. Often
they come in small groupS of 3 or 4 girls of the same age
and the 1ame town. Upon their arrival, they will'fi~ no
accommodation, for the city doesn't provide any. Municipal
investments are onfy made for the transnationals. not for
the people who work for them. So they go to the edge of
town which spreads way into the Sierra, they choose a
vacant spot and build a shack right into the dese~ sand.
From scraps of the maquiladoras. The pallets will make the
walls, the chemical containers the water tank etc. There
are large areas like this where mainly women Jive,Streets
of sand. no street lights, no public transpol'tation. no secu-
rity. There seems to be little .demarC$tkln betWeen the
sierra and the area they call IJfban. it'S considered urban
though, a forgotten area;developmenfdoesn't get here.
For many, living in the city atill means a ~ lifestyle.
Some people call this procedure "invasion" because the
migrants take a piece of land and settledGWn, waiting for
more official papers for their houses. It's an irregular but
inevitabte way to obtain housing.

Time management has always been a very efficient means
of control: Walk one hour to the bus at 4:30 am, take a one
hour bus ride to the maquila. spend 9 hours on the assem-

La Maquiladora' .

Since the seventies, the US has instarted an export pro-
cessing zone for its assembly operations in the border belt
Within short, the maquiladoras-the Golden Mills-intro-
duced a new technological culture of repetition, regis-
tration and controlling to this desert city. It is a synthe~c

~ zone from which-life emerges, nevertheless, an alien way
of life: corporate culture in the morning, kneading ef marz
at night the rhythms of the barren highland give way to
optimized production modes. Life on the border teaches
you to cope with contradiction~. to operate in a pluralistic
mode because flexibility is a matter of survival when you
are among the extras on the set of corporate culture.

PTH/SMT Board Level Assembly
Mil-Spec and Avionics
Plast Injection Molding
EleCtrostatic Powder Coating
Ionic Contamination Testing
Systems-Integration
Electromechanical
Harness Assemblies
Cyber Optics

Assembly lines represent the ultimate fragmentation of
labor into its smallest possible particles. Assembly work in
the chip industry is repetitive. tedious work, pulling out
semi-conductors in endless sequence. Strapped to the
worker's wrist is a pink curled cable ,with an electro-
magnetic discharge needle, linking the female body to the
workbench. They keep the device around their arm on
weekends of fear to forget to bring it on Monday morning.
The workers are organized into self-surveying teams that
don't allow slow-downs .or breaks, d1e system flows fore-
ver onward. Forced birth control and pregnancy tests are
01) the daily agenda, pregnant women get fired immediate-
ly. The constant chemical exposure are a serious health
hazard. strict surveillance and restrictions to use d1e
bathroom cause chronic bladder infections. Children are
left to themselves because there are no day nurseries. I
think we are all aware of these conditions.



bly line. same way back. No time to live. no time to think. no time to organize. The
excruciating time investment of these women benefits the technology that accele-
rates our lives in the North. they pay with their time for our hightened efficiency.

labor organization is strictly prohibited. Factories establish black lists with names of
people who are ..enemies. of the maquila, computer networks interconnect the
entire industrial zone, if a factory fires you, there is no chance to get work any-
where else. Black lists of this sort are prohibited by law. A
unionist told me that they got fired for wanting a cafeteria because their factory was
located outside the industrial
park and there was 1)0 place for
lunch for several hundred wor-
kers. We are not even talking
about forming a union, about
wage policies, health hazards
or human rights. Women are
afraid to lose their jobs for the
slightest disobedience and
never find another one again.
The maquiladora program is a
strategic point in the econo-
my for the Mexican
government, they look well
after the maquilas' interests.
We can assume that the US militarisation is not merely keeping ilJegals from
crossing the border it is also to protect the gigantic US industrial investment on
Mexican territory. In the face of serious transnational interests, local labor orga-
nizations are no longer adequate. Guillermina Villalva Valdez, a leading labor activist
and academic. who was extremely supportive during my first visit to Juarez. has
died in a plane crash on her way to Texas in 1996, together with 4 other key figures
of the labor movement. The small plane exploded in mid air. due to a bomb presu-
mably.

Maquiladoras have served as a laboratory for deregulation. The main incentives for
the transnationals to move to the border are the wages paid in local currency and
tax exemption. However, the wages are not sufficient to subsist. not for one young
person, let alone for the rest of the family who often depends on it A maquila
woman earns US$ 50 a week while the living expenses are only half of what they
are in the US. These are the conditions under which digital technology is being pro-
duced in the name of progress for the information society. As always, progress is not
being shared with those who produce it

Sexualising the Territory

The insufficient salary forces many women to have a supplementary income on
weekends from prostitution. But now, with the radical closure of the border and the
military enforcement of it there are a lot less US customers coming and less
Mexicans who cross the border for work and come back to spend their dollars in
Juarez. Competition has grown between professional prostitutes and the younger,
often adolescent maquila workers who prostitute on weekends, but still need the
insufficient factory wage for their children's security.

Thousands of assembly jobs have been brought to this desert city and women are
the ones who get them. Often they are the only earning family member. These chan-
ges in the income pattern had an impact on family structures and on the way women
relate to men. since these relations are greatly determined by economics. They have
gained greater autonomy over their lives. You cannot tell a girl or a women who
earns her money. that she cannot go and dance in the many nocturnal centers that
have emerged since the maquila industry. There are several hundreds bars and
dance saloons in Juarez. On Friday and Saturday at 4 PM. after the women leave the



Serial Killingmorning shift, they are open for business. .
Relationship patterns are being remapped Quite drastical-
ly. In the dance halls, the shift of buying power to young
women is obvious. The entertainment is mainly catering to
female customers with shows of male strippers and male
dance contests where women cheer their sex-appeal. On a
more subtle level, the music lyrics on the dance floor are
often explicitly addressing female sexual desires.

The serial killings are somewhat related to this phenome-
non. Since 1995, close to 160 women have been killed in a
similar pattern: Tortured, raped, stabbed or strangled and
thrown into the desert The type of women is always the
same: poor, slender maquila women, rarely students, with
long dark hair. Often they have just moved to the city and
nobody claims them: 50 women are lying in the morgue
unidentified.

Some small women organizations have been formed as a
result Most of them interpret it as violence against
women, as a revenge of men against women who took
their jobs and have started to talk back at them, go to
dance halls and challenge gender roles. A punishment. And
the fact that the police didn't bother to investigate the cri-
mes is just another sign of male consent to this sce-nario.
So feminists and human rights advocates took it onto
themselves to investigate the cases and establish a list of
disappeared women to prove that the cases are too similar
to possibly be individual crimes of passion. These groups
recognize, however, that some cases are ordinary domestic
violence disguised as one of the serial kills, cases of imi-
tation. They also understand that extreme poverty, lack of
education, and economic subjugation are all preparing the
ground for a criminal to come to the city and commit cri-
mes. The US criminologist Robert Kessler who was invited
to analyse the case in Juarez during my visit, would also
mention drug traffic, gangs, migration, quick money and
prostitution as further conditions for these crimes, similar
to any major metropolis in the States.

The border is a highly gendered region

Structurally speaking, there are three options young
women have in Juarez: either she becomes a maquila
worker. if she is not accepted at the factory because of a
lack of education, she can become a .domestica" and work
as a maid in a private house. and if she can't produce a
recommendation for such a position, she has only one
more option, prostitution. I can't help noticing that these
are all very service oriented occupations. But the rule in
Juarez is that. against Mexican tradition. young women
are, 10 a great extent economically autonomous and this
shift is being inscribed in the social relations on a deeper
level.

International labor in the South is not only feminized.
Economic power relations along the line of gender diffe-
rence are spelled out in sexual terms in more than one
way. On the job, male supervisors are known to abuse their
position to harass women workers. The corporations orga-
nize beauty contests to put the female workers in competi-
tion to each other. The low wages force women Into pro-
stitution. And there is a rampant sexual violence against
women in the public sphere. On the other hand, there is a
certain reversal of income pattern that empowers women
in their personal relationships. enables their overt expres-
sion of sexual desire and affords the satisfaction of these
desires by economic means rather than by other, more tra-
ditional services in the area of domestic and emotional
reproouction through the caretaking of home and children.
It's a highly ambiguous and precarious situation for young
women.

But Juarez is, apart from the widely spread out migration
settlements, a small border town and serial killing is not an
ordinary crime of passion. Plus, the murders in Juarez is
the largest case of serial killings known just about
anywhere in the world. Generic explanations just seemed
too easy. During my research on serial killings, I came
across a recently published cultural study by Marc Seltzer
who makes connections between sexual violence and
mass technologies proper to a machine culture.
Eventhough he never mentions this unresolved case, the
similarities of his analysis to Juarez interested me: parti-
cularly his mention
of technologies of
identification, regi-

,. stration and simu-

lation which corre-
spond to the parti-
cular psyd1ological
disposition of serial
killers. According to
his extensive rese-
arch of analysed cases of serial sexual violence, a common
psychological denominator seems to be the undoing of
identity to the point of becoming a non-person, the desire
to blend into his social and physical environment, to fuse
with the mass. He tends to simulate arid copy others, he
experiences identity, his own and others, as a matter of

ic



would never be named where she worked. The industry
doesn't want to be associated with the crimes even though
many of the victims worked for Philips, for instance. On the
juridical level she has no rights and on the representatio-
nallevel she is has no rights.

numbers. of simulation and likeness. He fails to distinguish
himself from others and this lack of self-distinction. of self-
difference, is immediately translated into violence along
the line of sexual difference. the one fundamental diffe-
rence he recognizes. I found this notion of exchangeability
confirmed in a number of stories I was being told in Juarez
about murdered women who were found wearing the clo-
thes of other women who had disappeared. In several
instances he exchanged the clothes of the corpses, some-
how confusing the marks of recognition and identification.

The border is an issue of representation, but at the moment
of performance, the reality is that it's young Mexican
women who assemble the digital technology, that their
time and their body, down to the monthly cycle. are strict-
ly controlled by the white male management that in this
economy, prostitutioo is a necessity for many, and that
sexual violence characterizes the public sphere. The video
<performing the border> is an attempt to bring together the
border as a discursive, representational space and as a
material space which is constituted through the perfor-
mance of gender and the management of these gender
relations.

Of course one could argue that there are practical conside-
rations like the great number of young women in the
border town who make for an easy prey, that would attract
a killer. But the ~ssibility that the serial crimes reflect and
reproduce the border conditions installed by the maquila-
doras with their repetitive mode of producing for the simu-
lated and mediated existences of digital culture, is worth
considering. In addition, the border site is surveyed by the
technology of electronic border control, of registration and
identification and digital fingerprints. Even if we can't
prove a causal relation, we cannot deny the simultaneity of
these embodiments. When we look at the crimes in dis-
cursive terms. as I suggest here, and understand them as
an urban pathology brought by a highly accelerated indu-
strialization and modernization, rather than accusing an
individual psychopath, we start to recognize the implica-
tion of the post-industrial world in the deeply disturbing
changes that are taking place on the border and the impact
they have on the lives of Mexican women.

[All images are screen-shots from the video
<performing the border> by Ursula Biemann <C> 1999. 42']

There is another ps-,,:hological configuration that brings
the serial killer in connection with this particular site.
Losing the bouooaries between the self and others, he is
perpetually in search of some border. He is attracted by the
actual border of his country precisely because it signifies
the boundary of a larger entity of belonging, the nation.
There is more than one reported case where this occurred.
Going to the border becomes the physical expression of his
mental extremity, merging his physical body with the natio-
nal body, confusing the inside and outside, the public and

private.

(1 ) Berti Jottar is I Mexican Irtist 8.t1Cadem"R; will iIIIS II New VOlt. She was

WJ¥OIved in the BG'IEI' Art WcwbIIJP II TIjUIna. m.Ie I video entitled 8Iwd8f

SwWIg d ~ MWb !WI CI8I ,... it New YIlt.
(2) Milt ~. Serial KiNers. D88th end life it ~I's WIMIIMI Culture
(Routledge. 1-

What is at issue with sexual violence is always the
public/JKivate. The official discourse runs along the lines of
accusing the victim of provoking violence and thus trans-
ferring a public phenomenon into the personal sphere.
When showing the crime in the evening news, it would not
be surprising to see the body of the victim, a portrait of the
victim when she was alive. the name of the family mem-
bers and all kinds of personal information. The factory
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